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flux-qubits are taken into account. The time evolution of the hybrid
system is solved exactly, anddiscussed in termsof the reducedden-
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influences the pattern of spin-squeezing and the coherence of the
superconducting flux qubits.
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1. Introduction

Controlled manipulation of coherent quantum systems is a crucial step for quantum information
technology [1–6]. Considerable efforts have been devoted, both experimentally and theoretically, to
understand the role of coherence in different physical systems. Among other schemes, the excitation
of quantumdots has been shown to provide discrete atomic-like transitionswhich can bemanipulated
using optical pulses [7,8]. In the same direction, the dynamics of spontaneous generation of coherence
and photonspin–qubit entanglement in a Λ-system has been discussed in [9]. Other promising can-
didates for the realization of quantum processing devices are hybrid systems [10]. An example of this
type of architecture has been proposed in [11]. It consists of a superconducting flux-qubit coupled
to electrons in the form of nitrogen-vacancy (NV) colour centres in diamond [11–13]. The Authors
of Ref. [11] have demonstrated the existence of a strong coherent-coupling in these systems. They
have observed the coherent exchange (transfer) of a single quantum of energy. These developments
can be seen as first steps towards the design of long-lived quantum memories. Further studies of
non-equilibrium phases in flux-qubits and NV centres have been reported in [14]. The theoretical
framework in which these studies have been performed is modelled by a Jaynes–Cummings-lattice,
both in the strong andweak coupling limits. In the same line of proposals, in Ref. [15] it is reported the
study of a hybrid quantum system consisting of spin ensembles and superconducting flux qubits, each
spin ensemble is realized using the nitrogen-vacancy centres in a diamond crystal, and the nearest-
neighbour spin ensembles are effectively coupled via a flux-qubit. The analysis of the properties of
these physical systems includes the study of the interplay between entanglement, squeezing, and de-
coherence [16–20].

Recently, the study of quantum properties as a function of time, in open systems, has received re-
newed attention, particularly in relation to the properties of entanglement [21–26]. In Ref. [21] it is
analysed the behaviour of a system of spins, which are assumed to have a finite lifetime, interact-
ing through a Lipkin type [27,28]. It is shown that the system amplifies the pattern of spin squeez-
ing when the line width of the spin states are taken into account. Similar results have been found
in [22]. The Authors of [22] have investigated the enhancement of spin squeezing in a non-Hermitian
one-axis twisting model and its persistence in time [29]. The Authors of [23,24] have reexamined the
steady-state behaviours for a spin ensemble in diamond nanostructures by exerting a controllablemi-
crowave field. The study of an open hybrid system has been proposed in [25], where it is reported the
formation of a robust state against noise due to the coupling of a NV centre to a two level short-lived
system.

We have taken the findings of [21–25] to investigate the effects of coherence in the hybrid system
of a superconducting flux-qubit and electrons [11,14]. Our starting point was the diagonalization of
theHamiltonian of the system, and the calculation of the reduced density-matrix of the qubit and elec-
tron sectors. Then, we have calculated the time evolution of the squeezing parameters, to correlate
the time dependence of the non-diagonal terms of the reduced density-matrix, of each sector, with
the time dependence of these parameters. The details of the formalism are presented in Section 2.
The results of the calculations are presented and discussed in Section 3. It is shown that the pattern of
revival of the spin-observables of the superconducting flux-qubit is strongly affected by the interac-
tions. This finding complements the results of [14] where the onset of coherence was not considered
but suggested to be important. Our conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2. Formalism

Let us consider a hybrid system, combination of an array of superfluid flux qubits (SFQ) and an
ensemble of electrons, in the form of nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centres in diamond [14]. The study of this
type of architecture is motivated by its potential use in quantum computing design. The flux qubits
can be viewed as the quantum-computing processor and the NV centres, due to their large coherence
time [30–32], can be implemented as the quantummemory [12]. From the experimental point of view,
arrays of flux qubits with tunable coupling strength between individual qubits have been realized
using a SQUID or ancilla flux qubit [33–38]. The physics of coupling SFQ and NV ensembles has
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been well established, both theoretically and experimentally [11,12]. The spin–qubit interaction is
mediated by the magnetic field that stems from the persistent currents of the qubits.

The Hamiltonian of a hybrid system can be written as [11,12,39]

Hhybrid = HFq + HS + Hint-qs. (1)

The term HFq of Eq. (1) is the Hamiltonian of the superconducting flux-qubits. In the basis of
clockwise and anticlockwise qubit-persistent-currents [11,14,40–42], it reads

HFq =
1
2

Nqb
k=1


∆ksx,k + ϵksz,k


+

Nqb
k,k′
k≠k′

Jk,k′ sz,ksz,k′ , (2)

where {sx,k, sy,k, sz,k} are Pauli spin-1/2 operators. The parameter ϵk is the energy bias, ϵk =

2Ip,k(Φex,k−3Φ0/2), Ip,k is the persistent current in a qubit at site k,Φex,k is the external flux threading
the qubit loop, Φ0 = 1/(2e) is the flux-quantum and ∆k is the tunnel splitting. Here, Jk,k′ denotes the
coupling strength between qubits in the sites k and k′, respectively.

An NV centre has a ground state with spin 1 and a zero-field splitting D = 2.88 GHz between
the |1, 0⟩ and |1, ±1⟩ states. If an external magnetic field, along the crystalline axis of the NV centre,
is applied an additional Zeeman splitting between |1, ±1⟩ sub-levels occurs. Then, it is possible to
isolate the subsystem form by |1, 0⟩ and |1, 1⟩, so that the NV centre can be modelled by a two-level
system [39,43]. The effective spin–spin interaction [44–46] of the NV-ensemble Hamiltonian, HS of
Eq. (1), can be written as

HS = D S2z + E (S2x − S2y ), (3)

where the operators {Sx, Sy, Sz} are the collective Pauli spin-operators, components of the total spin,
S, of the electrons. This sector of the Hamiltonian consists of a one-twist term (OAT) [29,44,45], D S2z ,
responsible for the squeezing pattern, and of a Lipkin-type interaction E (S2x − S2y ), being E the ground
state strain-induced splitting coefficient [28,27,47,48].

The interaction among the SFQ and the NV ensemble is favoured by the similarity in the energy
splitting. The two states of the SFQ are typically separated by a few GHz, while NV centres zero-field
splitting D = 2.88 [GHz]. Following the works of [11,12,39], we shall introduce the coupling of the
SFQ with the NV spin-ensemble, that is the term Hint-qs of Eq. (1):

Hint-qs =
1
2

Nqb
k=1

gk sz,kSx. (4)

The coupling strength gk is proportional to the magnitude of the qubit field at the spin location.
The gap-tunable flux-qubit Hamiltonian, HFq of Eq. (2), is diagonalized by the transformationsz,k

sx,k
sy,k


=

 cosαk sinαk 0
− sinαk cosαk 0

0 0 1


σz,k
σx,k
σy,k


. (5)

Both set of operators, {σx,k, σy,k, σz,k} and {sx,k, sy,k, sz,k}, obey the su(2) algebra. The parameter αk of
the transformation is related to parameters of the qubit flux by cosαk = ϵk/Eqb,k, sinαk = −∆k/Eqb,k,

and Eqb,k =


ϵ2
k + ∆2

k .
In terms of the new operators σi (i = x, y, z), HFq and Hint-qs can be written as

H1 =


k

1
2
Eqb,kσz,k +

Nqb
k,k′
k≠k′

Jk,k′

cosαkσz,k + sinαkσx,k


×

cosαk′σz,k′ + sinαk′σx,k′


,

H2 =
1
2


k

gk

cosαk σz,k + sinαk σx,k


Sx.

(6)
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Weshall assume that the spins (electronic states) and the superconducting flux-qubits have a finite
lifetime given by their line-widths γs and γqb, respectively [10]. We shall model the corresponding
term of the Hamiltonian as [21,49]

Hγ = −iγs Sz − i
Nqb
k=1

γqb,k σz,k. (7)

Finally, the Hamiltonian of the hybrid system, H , is given by the sum of the terms (3), (6) and (7),
like

H = H1 + H2 + HS + Hγ , (8)
and it can be diagonalized in the product basis

|Nqb, {kqb,j},NS, kS⟩ = |Nqb, {kqb,j}⟩ ⊗ |NS, kS⟩,
|NS, kS⟩ = NS S

kS
+ |0⟩S,

|Nqb, {kqb,j}⟩ = Nqb

Nqb
j=1

σ
kqb,j
+,j |0⟩qb,

(9)

where S± = Sx ± iSy. The label kS can run from 0 to the number of spins (electrons) of the system,
NS . Similarly, σ±,j = σx,j ± iσy,j, and kqb,j = 0, 1. We denote with {kqb,j} each of arrays of Nqb
superconducting qubits. The quantities N are normalization factors. Consequently, the model space
has 2Nqb × (Ns + 1) configurations.

2.1. Time evolution

Dissipative dynamics canbe captured by introducingnon-Hermitian descriptions. TheHamiltonian
of an open quantum system consists formally of a first order interaction term describing the closed
(isolated) systemwithdiscrete states and a second-order termcausedby the interaction of the discrete
states via the common continuum of scattering states. Using the Feshbach [49] projection operator
formalism, the solution of the Schrödinger equation in thewhole function space (with discrete as well
as scattering states, and an Hermitian Hamilton operator H) can be represented in the interior of the
localized part of the system in the set of eigenfunctions of an effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian.

We shall follow the work of [50], to address the time evolution of the non-Hermitian effective
Hamiltonian of Eq. (8). We shall construct a bi-orthonormal basis, {|Φα⟩, |Φβ⟩}, from

H|Φα⟩ = Eα|Φα⟩, (10)

⟨Φα|HĎ
= ⟨Φα|E∗

α. (11)

The states of the bi-orthonormal basis obey the condition

⟨Φα|Φβ⟩ = δαβ . (12)
Let us consider a general initial state, |I⟩. In terms of the eigenvectors of H the initial state can be

written as

|I⟩ =


α

cα|Φα⟩. (13)

As H is non-Hermitian, we have (h̄ = 1)

|I(t)⟩ = e−iHt
|I⟩ =


α

cα e−iEα t |Φα⟩,

⟨I(t)| = ⟨I|eiH
Ďt

=


α

cα eiE
∗
α t ⟨Φα|.

(14)

Thus, the mean value of an operator O, at time t , is evaluated as

⟨I(t)|O|I(t)⟩. (15)
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2.2. Initial condition

To study the time evolution of the states and observables described by the previous section we
follow the formalism presented in Ref. [51].We shall assume that the initial state of the hybrid system
is a direct product of the electron ensemble initial state and of the initial state of the superconducting
qubits

|I(0)⟩ = |I⟩qb ⊗ |I⟩S . (16)

For the electron ensemble initial state we shall consider a coherent spin-states of the form

|I⟩S = NS ezSS+ |0⟩, (17)

with zS = −e−iφS tan(θS/2), where the angles (θS, φS) define the direction n⃗S = (sin θS cosφS, sin θS
sinφS, cos θS), such that S⃗ · n⃗S |I⟩S = −S|I⟩S , with S = NS/2 [52].

For the initial state of the superconducting qubits, we shall consider a particular state of the form
|Nqb, {kqb}⟩ (Eq. (9)).

2.3. Spin-squeezing parameter

Spin-squeezed-states are quantum-correlated states with reduced fluctuations in one of the
components of the total spin. Let us consider a general quasi-spin operator, T, with components
{Tx, Ty, Tz}. Following the work of Ueda and Kitagawa [29], we shall define a set of orthogonal axes
{nx′ ,ny′ ,nz′}, such that nz′ is the unitary vector pointing along the direction of the total spin ⟨T⟩. We
shall fix the direction nx′ by looking at the minimum value of (1Tx′)2, consequently, we define the
squeezing factor as

ζ 2
x′ =

2(1Tx′)2

|⟨T⟩|
. (18)

Then, the state is squeezed if ζ 2
x′ < 1. So defined, the parameter of Eq. (18) is su(2) invariant [53]. For

completeness, we shall define

ζ 2
y′ =

2(1Ty′)2

|⟨T⟩|
. (19)

Clearly ζ 2
x′ζ

2
y′ ≥ 1.

2.4. Decoherence

Interactions with the environment lead to a rapid cancellation of the off-diagonal terms of the
local densitymatrix describing the probability ofmeasurements. This effect is known as environment-
induced decoherence [17,16]. We shall analyse the behaviour of the off-diagonal terms of the reduced
density matrix of a superconducting flux-qubit, by assuming that the environment is modelled by the
electron ensemble.

The elements of the density matrix of the system read

ρα,β =cαcβe
−i(Eα−E∗

β )t
. (20)

3. Results and discussion

In this section we shall present and discuss the results of the calculations, which have been
performed by adopting the parameters given in Refs. [11,14] for the qubit- and electron-sectors of the
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Fig. 1. Behaviour, as a function of time and in units of µ second, of the superconducting flux qubits squeezing parameter,
ζ 2
qb,x′ , in absence of coupling to the electron ensemble. In Insets (a), (b), (c) and (d), we have displayed the results obtained for
systems with Nqb = 3, 4, 5 and 6, respectively. The coupling constants of the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2), Hqb , were fixed at the
values ∆k = 2.40 [GHz], ϵk = 1.6 [GHz], and the site-dependent coupling constant of the qubit–qubit interaction was fixed at
the values Jk,k′ = 0.32 × 2−|k′−k|

[GHz]. The line-width was fixed at γqb = 4 × 10−3
[GHz].

system. For the electron sector we have fixed the coupling constants to the values D = 2.88 [GHz],
E = 0.15 [GHz] and γS = 2 × 10−5

[GHz], the adopted value of γs is with consistent a coherence
time of the electron ensemble TS ≫ 10 [µs] [11,30–32]. For the superconducting flux-qubits we
have fixed the values of the coupling constants to ∆k = 2.40 [GHz] and ϵk = 1.6 [GHz], so that

Eqb,k =


ϵ2
k + ∆2

k = 2.89 [GHz], with k = 1, . . . ,Nqb [33–38]. We have adopted a value of γqb

consistent with the time of coherence reported in [34] for a system of three superconducting flux
qubits, that is Tqb = 2 [µs] and γqb = 4 × 10−3

[GHz]. We shall assume that the initial state for the
superconducting flux qubits is prepared as |Nqb, {kqb,j} = {1, 1, . . . , 1}⟩ (Eq. (9)), and that the initial
state for the electron ensemble is a coherent state with θ0 = π/4 and φ0 = 0.

In Figs. 1–3, we analyse the properties of a system of superconducting flux qubits, as a function
of time and of the number of qubits, in absence of interaction with the electron ensemble. The
site dependent coupling constants of the qubit–qubit interaction was fixed at the values Jk,k′ =

0.16 × 2−|k′−k|
[GHz]. Fig. 1 shows the behaviour of the Squeezing Parameter of Eq. (18), ζ 2

qb,x′ . The
pattern of the spin squeezing is the same for the different flux-qubit systems, that is spin squeezing
appears at earlier times, it is destroyed at intermediate times and shows a revival at larger times, as
the system approaches a stationary state. In all cases the stationary state of the system evolves in
a squeezed spin state. This behaviour is consistent with the findings of [21]. The diagonal and the
non-diagonal entries of the reduced density matrix, for the superconducting flux-qubits, as a function
of time, are presented in Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3, respectively. As observed from the curves of Fig. 3, the
non-diagonal entries of the reduced density matrix, though small, are not zero.

In Figs. 4–7, we show the effect of the coupling to the electron ensemble in a realistic case. As an
example, we have taken Nqb = 3 and NS = 15 electrons. We have fixed the value of the coupling
constant on the interaction of the qubits and the electron spins to g1 = g2 = g3 = 0.6 [GHz] [11].
For the qubit–qubit interaction we have taken J1,2 = J2,1 = J2,3 = J3,2 = 0.715, J1,3 = J3,1 =

0.482 [GHz] [34]. We have calculated the time evolution of an initial state consisting of a coherent
state (16) for the electron sector, with θS = Π/4 and φS = 0, and of a state of the form |Nqb =

3, {1, 1, 1}⟩ (Eq. (9)) for the qubits.
Fig. 4 shows the behaviour, as a function of time, of the squeezing parameter of the qubits, ζ 2

qb,x′ ,
and of the electrons, ζ 2

S,x′ . It can be seen from the Figure that the interaction with the electron spins
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Fig. 2. Diagonal entries of the reduced density matrix, ρqb(k, k), of the superconducting flux qubits, as a function of time. In
Insets (a), (b), (c) and (d), we have displayed the results obtained for systems with Nqb = 3, 4, 5 and 6, respectively. The
adopted parameters are those of Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. Non-diagonal entries of the reduced density matrix, |ρqb(k, k′)|2 , of the superconducting flux qubits, as a function of
time. In Insets (a), (b), (c) and (d), we have displayed the results obtained for systems with Nqb = 3, 4, 5 and 6, respectively.
The adopted parameters are those of Fig. 1.

reduced the squeezing effect in the flux qubit sector in the early and intermediate lapses of time, but
the stationary value remains much the same that in the case of absence of coupling to the electrons.
Also, the stationary state for the electron ensemble behaves as a squeezed state, ζ 2

S,x′ = 0.94513
in absence of coupling to the qubits, and ζ 2

S,x′ = 0.94542, when the interaction is turned on
[21,23]. Fig. 5 shows the results obtained for the diagonal entries of the reduced density matrix of
the two components of the hybrid system, ρqb(k, k) and ρS(k, k), as a function of time. The results
have been obtained with the same set of parameters of the previous figure. The non-diagonal entries
of the reduce density matrix, |ρqb(k, k′)|2 and |ρS(k, k′)|2, as a function of time, are shown in Fig. 6.
It can be observed from Figs. 5 and 6, that the interaction of the superconducting flux-qubits with
the electrons favours the contribution of different states to the qubit reduced density matrix. Also,
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Fig. 4. Behaviour, as a function of time, of the electron ensemble squeezing parameter, ζ 2
S,x′ , and of the superconducting flux

qubits, ζ 2
qb,x′ . The results obtained for the electron ensemble are displayed in Insets (a) and (b),while the results corresponding to

the superconducting flux qubits are presented in Insets (c) and (d). The curves shown in Insets (a) and (c) have been computed in
absence of coupling between the superconducting flux qubits and the electron ensemble. The flux qubits–electron interaction
has been taken in account in Insets (b) and (d). For the electron sector we have fixed the coupling constants to the values
D = 2.88 [GHz], E = 0.15 [GHz] and γS = 2 × 10−5

[GHz]. For the superconducting flux-qubits we have fixed the values
of the coupling constants to ∆k = 2.40 [GHz], ϵk = 1.6 [GHz], and γqb = 4 × 10−3

[GHz]. The coupling constants for the
qubit–qubit interaction were fixed at J1,2 = J2,1 = J2,3 = J3,2 = 0.715, J1,3 = J3,1 = 0.482 [GHz]. For Insets (b) and (d), the
flux qubits–electrons coupling constants were fixed at g1 = g2 = g3 = 0.6 [GHz].

Fig. 5. Diagonal entries of the reduced density matrix of the spin electron ensemble, ρS(k, k) (Insets (a) and (b)), and of the
superconducting flux qubits, ρqb(k, k) (Insets (c) and (d)), as a function of time. The adopted parameters are those of Fig. 5.
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Fig. 6. Non-diagonal entries of the reduced density matrix of the electron ensemble, |ρS(k, k′)|2 (Insets (a) and (b)), and of the
superconducting flux qubits, |ρqb(k, k′)|2 (Insets (c) and (d)), as a function of time. The adopted parameters are those of Fig. 5.

Fig. 7. Mean-value of the different components of the total spin of the superconducting flux qubits, ⟨σk⟩, and of the spin
electron ensemble, ⟨Sk⟩, as a function of time. The adopted parameters are those of Fig. 5.

the coherence time of the superconducting flux-qubits in interaction with the electron ensemble is
greater than in the case of absence of interaction. As a complementary information, we show in Fig. 7
the mean value of the components of the total spin, for both the superconducting flux qubits and for
the electron ensemble. The results are presented in the same fashion of Figs. 4–6.
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Fig. 8. Behaviour of the stationary limit of the squeezing parameter, in absence of coupling between the electron ensemble
and the superconducting flux qubits, as a function of the coupling constants. In Inset (a), the results obtained for the squeezing
parameters of the electron ensemble are displayed as a function of the relative value of the Lipkin coupling constant to the OAT
coupling constant, E/D. In Inset (b), the results obtained for the squeezing parameters of the superconducting flux qubits are
displayed as a function of the relative value of the site–site coupling constant to characteristic energy of the qubits, J/(Eqb/2). In
both Insets, we drawwith solid line the results for the x′-direction squeezing parameters, andwith dashed lines the y′-direction.
We have considered an electron ensemble with 15 spins, NS = 15, and a superconducting flux qubit system with Nqb = 3. We
have fixed themodel parameters to the values D = 2.88 [GHz], γS = 2×10−5

[GHz], ∆k = 2.40 [GHz], ϵk = 1.6 [GHz], γqb =

4 × 10−3
[GHz] and Jk,k = 0 [GHz].

We have verified that these features persist when the number of components of the hybrid system
increases.

Finally, we shall analyse the general dependence of the steady spin squeezed state on the different
model parameters.

In Figs. 8 and 9, we study the properties of the stationary state of each subsystem, the electron
ensemble and the superconducting flux qubits, in absence of interaction between them. Fig. 8 shows
the stationary limit of the squeezing parameters as a function of the coupling constants. In Inset (a),
the results obtained for the squeezing parameters of the electron ensemble are displayed as a function
of the relative value of the Lipkin coupling constant to the OAT coupling constant, E/D. In Inset (b),
the results obtained for the squeezing parameters of the superconducting flux qubits are displayed
as a function of the relative value of the site–site coupling constant to characteristic energy of the
qubits, J/(Eqb/2) (with J(k, k′) = J for k ≠ k′, and J(k, k) = 0). In both Insets, we draw with solid
line the results for the x′-direction squeezing parameters, ζ 2

x′ , and with dashed lines the y′-direction,
ζ 2
y′ . We have considered an electron ensemble with 15 spins, NS = 15, and a superconducting flux
qubit system with Nqb = 3. The study of Fig. 8(a) shows the existence of two regions, concerning
the squeezing properties of the electron ensemble. For E/D < 1 the system is squeezed in the
x′-direction, while for E/D > 1 the system is no longer squeezed. From Fig. 8(b) it can be concluded
that the site–site interaction is responsible for the appearance of squeezing in the superconducting
flux qubit system, and that it reaches a limiting value as 2J/Eqb is increased. In Fig. 9, we have plotted
the stationary value of the squeezing parameters as a function of the number of particles of each
subsystem. Fig. 9(a) suggests that the value of the squeezing parameter for the electron ensemble is
almost independent of the number of electron spins in the systems. Fig. 9(b) suggests that the increase
in the number of flux-qubits tends to favour the squeezing of the system.
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Fig. 9. Behaviour, in absence of coupling between the electron ensemble and the superconducting flux qubits, of the stationary
limit of the squeezing parameter as a function of the number particles. In Inset (a), we display the results obtained for ζ 2

x′ as a
function of the number of electron spins in the system (t ≈ 400 [µs] ≫ TS ). In Inset (b), we present the results obtained for ζ 2

qb,x′

as a function of the number superconducting flux qubits in the system (t ≈ 6 [µs] ≫ Tqb). We have fixed model parameters to
the values D = 2.88 [GHz], E = 0.15 [GHz], γS = 2 × 10−5

[GHz], ∆k = 2.40 [GHz], ϵk = 1.6 [GHz], γqb = 4 × 10−3
[GHz]

and Jk,k′ = 0.5 [GHz], with k ≠ k′ .

In Fig. 10, we present the results we have obtained for the dependence of the steady spin squeezing
state on the characteristic coupling constants of the model, E/D and g/


EqbD, when the interaction

between both subsystems is turned on. In Insets (a), (c) and (e), we show the behaviour of the
squeezing parameter of the superconducting flux qubit system, ζ 2

qb,x′ . In Insets (b), (d) and (f), the
behaviour of the squeezing parameter of the electron ensemble, ζ 2

S,x′ , is presented. The contour plots
of insets (a) and (b) were calculated by fixing the site–site interaction of the qubits to the value
J(k, k′) = 0 [GHz]. For Insets (c) and (d) we have fixed the site–site coupling constant to the value
J(k, k′) = 0.4 [GHz], while in Insets (e) and (f) the site–site coupling constant has been fixed to
the value J(k, k′) = 0.8 [GHz]. We have adopted a hybrid system with NS = 15 electrons and
Nqb = 3 superfluid flux qubits. From Inset (a) it can be concluded that the interactionwith the electron
ensemble, even in absence of qubit–qubit interaction, can be used to drive the superconducting flux
qubit system to a steady squeezed state. From insets (c) and (e) it can be seen that the increase
in the site–site interaction among the qubits, enhances the superconducting flux qubits squeezing
properties. Concerning the squeezing properties of the steady state of the electron ensemble, Insets
(b), (d) and (f) strongly suggest the persistence of to well defined regions delimited by the relative
values of the Lipkin coupling constant, E/D, and of the relative values of the coupling constant
interaction with the superconducting flux qubits, g/


EqbD. When the value of g/


EqbD is increased,

lower values of the Lipkin constant, E/D, are needed to obtained the same value of the squeezing
electron ensemble parameter. If the site–site superconducting flux qubits interaction is switched on,
this effect is enhanced.

As reported in [21,22] non-Hermitian dynamics can amplify the entanglement and spin squeezing
properties of the corresponding systems. This is a relevant feature, because the achievement of
squeezing of a canonical variable, ζ 2

x′ , implies that quantummemory and metrology applications gain
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Fig. 10. Behaviour of the stationary value in the x′ direction of the squeezing parameter as a function of the characteristic
coupling constants of the hybrid system, E/D and g/


EqbD. In Insets (a), (c) and (e), we show the contour plot of ζ 2

qb,x′

obtained for the superconducting flux qubit system. In Insets (b), (d) and (f), we show the contour plot of ζ 2
x′ obtained for

the electron ensemble system. Insets (a) and (b) were calculated by fixing the site–site interaction of the qubits to the value
J(k, k′) = 0 [GHz]. For Insets (c) and (d) we have fixed the site–site coupling constant to the value J(k, k′) = 0.4 [GHz].
While for Insets (e) and (f) the site–site coupling constant was fixed to the value J(k, k′) = 0.8 [GHz]. We have adopted a
hybrid system with NS = 15 electrons and Nqb = 3 superfluid flux qubits. We have fixed the model parameters to the values
D = 2.88 [GHz], γS = 2 × 10−5

[GHz], ∆k = 2.40 [GHz], ϵk = 1.6 [GHz] and γqb = 4 × 10−3
[GHz].

by an increased signal-to-noise ratio [25,43], i.e. ζ 2
≃ 0.5 gives an enhancement in the signal-to-noise

ratio of ≃ 3 [dB].
In this work, we have taken into account dissipative effects through an effective non-Hermitian

Hamiltonian [49], and we have adopted the time evolution formalism presented in [50]. Similar
results, concerning the generation of spin squeezing, have been reported in [43]. The Authors of [43]
have studied, by using themaster equation formalismof Reiter and Sørensen [54], the implementation
of hybrid-systems to enhance spin squeezing by using a highly dissipative ancillary system. In [43]
the master equation for the reduced density matrix of spins has computed following the prescription
of [54]. The Authors of [54] have shown that their master equation formalism reduces to the Feshbach
projection formalism [49,50], if quantum jumps [55–57] are not taken into account.

4. Conclusions

In this work we have studied the time evolution of the spin-squeezing of an array of
superconducting flux-qubits coupled to an ensemble of electrons. We have analysed the spin-
squeezing properties of both components of the hybrid system as well as the induced environment-
decoherence. The electron-component of the system was modelled by a one-twist Hamiltonian [29]
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plus a Lipkin-type interaction [27]. The electron–qubits interaction has been diagonalized by a
convenient choice of the basis. It is shown that both the superconducting flux qubits and the electron
ensemble evolves to a stationary squeezed state. The interaction of the superconducting flux qubits
with the electron ensemble affects the time-dependent pattern of the spin-observables and of the
entries of the reduced density matrix. This result may add to the results reported in [14], where a
similar hybrid systemwas analysed in terms of solutions of a Jaynes–Cummings type of Hamiltonian.
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